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PLEASE NOTE

The analysis & suggestions reflect an outsider’s perspective on 
the Elastos project. We conducted a significant amount of 

research throughout our marketing work, engaged in additional 
research for the following suggestions and had several 

stakeholder interviews across the Elastos ecosystem to form 
our recommendations. 

The opinions/ ideas/ suggestions in this deck do not reflect the 
views of any particular stakeholder from the Elastos project.
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GOAL OF THE 
ANALYSIS & SUGGESTIONS



Ambition vs. Status Quo: Elastos launched with a grand ambition of 
changing the internet, but it currently fails to build traction 
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Ambition Status Quo

Low Token 
Price

Low Liquidity

Lacking Exchange 
Listings

Lack of 
Ownership

Small Developer 
Community

EXHAUSTION 
& CYNICISM

Missing 
Transparency

Elastos has an important ambition hitting the 
nerve of the zeitgeist while addressing an 

important societal problem…

… but so far it failed to translate the ambition 
into reality – and both the market and the 

community react accordingly.



Current Initiatives: A multitude of initiatives from the Foundation, 
DAO and community aim to put Elastos back on track…
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Elastos Foundation Cyber Republic DAO

Elastos Ecosystem

A significant amount of people are working full-time or part-time for years to 
improve the project’s adaption and success!  

Rong Chen Sunny Feng Han

100+ 
Core Developers

Administrators

governsown governance

*Core Devs & Admins funded by EF, but are independent & manage themselves

Elastos
Community

Example Council Members Example Startups

Ben Lee



…but the market does not recognize the initiatives at all, and the 
efforts feel like a waste of resources (“Harsh Truth”)
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Elastos’ Efforts Market’s Recognition

Note: Screenshots do not refer to Elastos specifically

Our impression: Many people work hard, but work rarely 
translates into positive outcomes



Structural Challenge: It’s not due to a lack of crypto expertise or 
passion that Elastos struggles – it’s how the organization operates
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Elastos’ Qualities Elastos’ Deficits

✗ Transparent organizational structure

✗ Shared understanding of decision-
making & ways of working

✗ Clear roles & responsibilities

✗ Shared goal & idea of what success 
looks like

✗ Public thought leadership is not 
strong (but also limited for structural 
reasons, e.g. lawsuits)

ü A comprehensive tech stack

ü An experienced core developer team

ü A small yet passionate community

ü Significant funds for new projects

ü A clear mission statement 

Outsider’s 
Perspective
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Mental Model: Ideally, our suggestions initiate a fruitful conversation 
between foundation, DAO and the broader community (“Dominoes”) 

1

2

3

“Domino Effect” Explanation

Org-Change Suggestions

Painful Change Process

Fruits of Hard Work The suggestions for organizational change are a provocative yet 
constructive call for change that initiates a conversation 

between foundation, DAO & community

Different stakeholders engage in the painful process of change 
and adjust the organizational structure – if it doesn’t hurt, it’s 

not done right

Eventually, hard work turns into positive developments and 
positive outcomes (developer activity, coin price, user adoption 

etc.) become more likely
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Balancing Tradeoffs: The suggestions aim at balancing the tradeoff 
between Elastos’ decentralized ambition & the project’s complexity

Decentralized Ambition Project Complexity

Elastos aims to have a setup similar to Bitcoin – the tech 
development is completely independent and the community 

does whatever it feels is right.

However, the ambition of Elastos is arguably much larger than a 
single use case project, such as Bitcoin. What Elastos wants to build 

needs – at least in the early days – more alignment & rigor. 



Our Goal: By focusing on the organizational structure, we maximize 
our chances of creating positive first & second order effects
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Organizational 
Structure

Business Strategy

Technology

Go-To-Market & Marketing

Product & User Experience

Our Focus First Order Effect Second Order Effect

New Projects

Token Price 
& Liquidity

Community 
Growth

“Things we don’t 
know yet”

Mostly in our control Mostly out of our control
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Chapter Summary: The gap between ambition and status quo is 
widening – improving how the project operates will be key

1. Ambition vs. Status Quo: 
• Elastos has a timely and much-needed vision for a modern internet infrastructure, but it 

currently fails to translate the vision into reality
• The project has multiple stakeholders working hard on making progress on the project, but 

the market is not giving any feedback
2. Structural Challenge:
• From an outsider’s perspective, Elastos has structural challenges that need to be addressed 

to maximize the chances of success
• Most importantly, Elastos needs to work on how it operates as an organization, incl. roles & 

responsibilities, ways of working and a shared understanding of how success look like
3. Goal of Analysis & Suggestions:
• The analysis & suggestions have the purpose to kick off both a conversation and a long-term 

process to reinvigorate confidence, trust and growth within the project
• The suggestions do not lay out specific details of all questions of the organizational change



CURRENT LANDSCAPE
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Analytical Lens: Improving the organizational structure is the root 
cause of other challenges that will require attention in the future

Elastos’ Challenges Explanation

Organizational Structure

“The overarching system of Elastos and its entities that outlines how goals are 
being defined, decisions are being made and activities are being pursued.” 

Business Strategy Technology
Product & User 

Experience

Marketing Strategy Go-to-Market/ Ecosystem

=

=

=

Urgent challenge 
that needs to be 
addressed asap

Important challenge, 
but can’t be solved 
without org change

Infrastructure in 
place & execution 
ready
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Elastos Today (1/4): The current organizational setup can be 
visualized as follows – each body oversees certain priorities

ELASTOS
FOUNDATION

CYBERREPUBLIC
DAO

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

No institutionalized 
form of exchange

Funding of selective 
projects

Core
Tech

Finance Comms & 
PR

Eco-
system 

BD

dAPPS

Token 
Trading

Funding of selective 
projects

Builds & grows 
ecosystem and serves as 
a link between foundation 

and community

Users, developers & 
investors adopt & 

engage  with 
Elastos

Run by Rong Chen, Feng Han & 
Ben Lee, the Elastos Foundation 

oversees the overall tech 
development of Elastos, funds 

selective projects and drives the 
vision of the project

Provide (informal) 
feedback to projectProvides defined 

ELA budget 

NO ESTABLISHED FORM 
OF INTERACTION

Comms & 
PR= priorities to support the goals of the project
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Elastos Today (2/4): Whereas the different Elastos entities are 
certainly connected, the Elastos project is indeed fairly divided

ELASTOS
FOUNDATION

CYBERREPUBLIC
DAO

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

Builds & grows 
ecosystem and serves as 
a link between foundation 

and community

Users, developers & 
investors adopt & 

engage  with 
Elastos

Run by Rong Chen, Feng Han & 
Ben Lee, the Elastos Foundation 

oversees the overall tech 
development of Elastos, funds 

selective projects and drives the 
vision of the project

COMMUNITY 1
COMMUNITY 2

Core
Tech

Finance Comms & 
PR

Eco-
system 

BD

dAPPS

Token 
Trading

Comms & 
PR= priorities to support the goals of the project
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Elastos Today (3/4): As a consequence, core priorities of the 
project are disconnected in two groups

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

Core Tech

Finance

Comms & PR

Ecosystem 
BD

dAPPs

Token 
Trading

Comms & PR

= priorities to support the goals of the project
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Elastos Today (4/4): On top, certain priorities are not being 
accounted for at all (Group 3)

GROUP 1

Core
Tech

Finance

Comms & 
PR

GROUP 2

Eco-
system 

/BD

dAPPs

Token 
Trading

Comms & 
PR

Strategy

Developer 
Relation

Talent

Operation

Marketing

Comm. 
Mgmt

Legal

Prof. BD

GROUP 3

= priorities to support the goals of the project

Priorities need to be better aligned in org setup…
…while new priorities need to 
be integrated simultaneously!
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Limited Resources: Elastos neither has the resources nor the need 
to ramp up activities on everything right now

Core
TechFinance Comms & 

PR
Eco-

system /BD

dAPPs Token 
Trading

Comms & 
PR

Strategy

Developer 
RelationTalent

Operations

Marketing Comm. 
MgmtLegal

Prof. BD

Overview of Priorities “What Moves the Needle”

High Demand for Resources

Investing resources where it is 
truly needed & 

where they make a difference.

Taking inspiration and utilizing learnings 
from other projects in the space 

while still being unique to Elastos.

Choosing Wisely
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Chapter Summary: Elastos as a project is not sufficiently aligned to 
make notable progress 

1. Organizational Structure:
• On the surface level, Elastos has clear roles & responsibilities and a game plan of how the 

project aims to succeed
• The Foundation is in charge of the treasury and development of core technology, the DAO 

drives ecosystem development, and the community develops organically
2. Lack of Cohesion:

• The project, however, is indeed fairly separated and there is a lack of cohesion between the 
different entities/ bodies 

• Important priorities of the project are not being aligned, and moreover priorities such as 
professional ecosystem building, strategy or operations are not being carried out at all

3. Smart Allocation:
• The Foundation has limited funds that should be allocated as effective as possible – the 

Foundation cannot and should not “copy-cat” what other projects are doing



IDENTIFIED CHALLENGES
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80-20 Rule: As with all organizations, Elastos has many challenges 
– it will be crucial to focus on those that matter

Our Suggestions will not… Our Suggestions aim at…

ü …identifying the core structural 
challenges that need to be addressed

ü …providing clear recommendations 
of how to address those challenges

ü …finding the right balance between 
the decentralized nature of the 
project while optimizing for cohesion  

✗ …lay out detailed processes of how 
the organization should work

✗ …map out all “departments, roles & 
responsibilities” of the organization

✗ …give a very specific roadmap of 
when to expect which changes and 
how they relate to the ELA price
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Overview Challenges: Elastos’ challenges can be categorized into 
four quadrants – we focus on the urgent & important ones

IM
P
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R

TA
N
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N

O
T 

IM
P

O
R
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N

T

URGENT NOT URGENT

• Leadership: Lack of clear leadership, i.e. communication of 
core vision and alignment of different stakeholders (developers, 
users etc.)

• Operational Excellence: Lack of dedicated efforts in business 
development and ecosystem building 

• Trust: Lack of visibility, clarity, and therefore confidence 
regarding organizational structure, i.e. the roles & 
responsibilities of the Foundation, DAO & community

• Minor changes/ edits in existing ad campaigns, websites or 
other communication channels (Twitter, Discord)

• Short-term token price discussions and considerations 
(important in the long-term for sure)

• Improving customer experience in both products (e.g. wallet) 
and onboarding journeys (e.g. for developers)

• Building additional trust within developer community through 
3rd party technology audit (highly recommended)

• Achieving milestones such as additional exchange listings to 
enhance price development & liquidity

• Community building efforts such as hackathons, meetups or 
any other form of community management

• Continuing to execute marketing campaigns

NO NEED TO COVER



1 2 3
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Our Focus: Develop solution pathways that focus on key priorities 
to ultimately alleviate 3 key challenges

Lack of clear leadership, i.e. 
communication of core vision and 
alignment of different stakeholders 
(developers, users etc.)

Lack of dedicated efforts in business 
development and ecosystem building 

Lack of clarity and confidence 
regarding organizational structure, i.e. 
the roles & responsibilities of the 
Foundation, DAO & community

Core
TechFinance Comms & 

PR
Eco-

system /BD

dAPPs Token 
Trading

Comms & 
PR

Strategy Developer 
Relation

Talent

Operations Marketing Comm. 
MgmtLegalProf. BD

LEADERSHIP OPERATIONAL EXECELLENCE TRUST

PR
IO

R
IT

IE
S

U
R

G
EN

T/
IM

PO
R

TA
N

T 
CH

A
LL

EN
G

ES

= priorities to support the goals of the project



BEST-IN-CLASS:
EXAMPLES & LEARNINGS

(While we look at other projects, we don’t suggest in any way to copy-cat what they do!)
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Best-in-Class: Understanding strong and proven strategies of 
others in the space as they relate to Elastos’ core challenge areas

1 2 3

LEADERSHIP OPERATIONAL EXECELLENCE TRUST

and more…
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Leadership: Crypto projects typically have – if actively chosen or not 
– one of three overarching leadership models (Big Picture)

“Mystification or Memefication” Evangelist Hands-On Operator

Technology and/ or narrative speak for 
themselves

Strong communicator role, but without 
CEO-perception

Active decisionmaker with stronger 
control over project’s future

Model works well, if…

• Simple use case
• Irrational market & viral 

catalysator (“Elon tweets”)

Model works well, if…

• Community is already strong 
and is building

Model works well, if…

• Project requires a more 
rigorous building-up & 

scaling-up

LEADERSHIP



?
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Leadership: Elastos is not yet at the stage where it can be “hands-
off” and let the project grow on its own

“Mystification” Evangelist Hands-On Operator

The Elastos Project aims to be as 
decentralized as possible (e.g. like BTC)

The Elastos Project has an evangelist 
today already

The Elastos Project has no strong 
operational execution today

Future ambition can remain, but 
current project maturity is not 

sufficient for no guidance!

The Elastos Project needs to link its overarching vision to a stronger operational 
execution in terms of tech, strategy and ecosystem building. 

GOAL
NEED TODAY

LEADERSHIP



Constantly communicating a strong narrative is 
important for at least 4 reasons:

ü Attracting capital/ Increasing liquidity

ü Align internal stakeholders & employees

ü Attract talent/ drive ecosystem growth

ü Shape industry conversations/ macro-
tailwinds
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Leadership: In the current economy, leadership is exercised 
through a strong founder-like narrative driving all activities

*Source: Kwokchain “Narrative Distillation – highly recommended read”

Importance of Founder-Narrative Qualities of Narrative for Crypto

LEADERSHIP

Narrative should of course be backed by fundamentals!
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Operational Excellence: Polkadot can serve as a role model of how 
it executes on a web3 vision (incl. Parity Technologies)

Foundation Tech Development

The web3 foundation has Polkadot as its flagship crypto 
project with its own treasury.

Polkadot funds/ funded Parity technologies to build the 
core infrastructure amongst other things.*

*Publicly available information highly suggests this type of funding

OPERATIONAL 

EXECELLENCE
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Operational Excellence: Parity is building the foundation for a 
decentral web3 vision – but with a rigorous organizational setup

Parity Technologies’ Current Job Openings (May ‘22)

Developer 
Relations

Ecosystem & 
Business 

Development

Marketing & 
Communications

People Operations Operations

Recruiting
Solutions & 

Services Delivery
Technical 

Development

Information 
Security & 

Infrastructure
Finance

OPERATIONAL 

EXECELLENCE
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Operational Excellence: Elastos is focused on building a strong 
team around technical development… 

Elastos vs. Parity (1/2)

Developer 
Relations

Ecosystem & 
Business 

Development

Marketing & 
Communications

People Operations Operations

Recruiting
Solutions & 

Services Delivery
Technical 

Development

Information 
Security & 

Infrastructure
Finance

OPERATIONAL 

EXECELLENCE
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…but successful web 3 projects build an entire organization beyond 
merely strong technical capabilities

Elastos vs. Parity (2/2)

Developer 
Relations

Ecosystem & 
Business 

Development

Marketing & 
Communications

People Operations Operations

Recruiting
Solutions & 

Services Delivery
Technical 

Development

Information 
Security & 

Infrastructure
Finance

OPERATIONAL 

EXECELLENCE
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Operational Excellence: Parity has more job openings for 
ecosystem growth roles than for technical development!

Ecosystem Growth Roles

Developer 
Relations

Ecosystem & 
Business 

Development

Marketing & 
Communications

Current Example Roles 

Ecosystem, Business Operations Manager
• Liaising between internal departments (legal, finance, operations) for execution around high-value and/or 

time-sensitive projects

• Identifying operational needs within the Ecosystem and Business Development team

Ecosystem Growth, DeFi
• Perform ongoing research and competitive analysis on the DeFi market. After synthesizing your findings, 

you will identify gaps, opportunities and define our market positioning.

• Communicate with prospective crypto-native and enterprise organizations to demonstrate how Parity’s 
tech can add value to their solution(s).

Technical Documentation Lead
• Further developing our documentation strategy/playbook for the Substrate Developer Hub (how to write, 

what to write, where to write it) that covers content areas such as reference material, theoretical 
background, deep-dives, how-to-guides and tutorials.

• Planning, resourcing, and executing projects. Ensuring that documentation is kept up-to-date in parallel 
with a fast-paced development cycle.

Community Manager
• Support the growth and success of the Polkadot Ambassador Program; such as engaging with the 

community, onboarding & offboarding, increasing advocacy, CRM management, etc.

• Organising campaigns for community growth, engagement and retention
* Source: Parity Technologies Job Openings (May ‘22)

OPERATIONAL 

EXECELLENCE
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Trust: Unfortunately, Elastos has – despite notable initiatives – trust 
challenges

Current Market Perception (“First Time Visitor”) Notable Initiatives

✗ A bit of research reveals on-going 
lawsuits against the project

✗ Hard to understand who’s behind the 
project

✗ Very hard to understand the setup 
between foundation and DAO

ü Open communication & discussion in 
DAO 

ü Switching from Telegram to Discord 
for more structured discussion

ü Semi-annual financial reports from EF 
to increase transparency of treasury

ü Incorporation of DAO in Delaware 

TRUST
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Trust: Building trust is a long-term effort on three levels that 
requires constant action from different stakeholders

Strategic Trust Personal Trust Organizational Trust

Do we trust leadership to 
have the right vision, 

ambition and resource 
allocation capability? 

Do the members of the 
organization trust each 

other to act to the 
project’s best interest?

Do the members of the 
organization have faith in 
the execution capability 

of the project?

Outsider’s Perspective
The performance of the project and in particular the coin price development over the past years 

contributed to a lack of trust on all three levels. 

TRUST
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Trust: Building trust follows a series of practices being exercised by 
leadership over time (“Simple but not easy”)

Consistent Messaging: Be consistent about the core vision & mission of Elastos. Don’t change the 
narrative too often and be careful with jumping on new trends.

Constant Messaging: Constantly re-emphasize the vision to all stakeholders, in particular internal 
developers, community & media.

Managing Expectations: Have ambitious yet realistic milestones that you communicate to the 
community. Setting overly ambitious expectations backfires sooner or later. 

Clear Standards: Set clear standards & processes of how the organization works and 
communicate changes carefully, thoroughly and multiple times

Honest Feedback: Conduct a culture of welcoming and giving (honest) feedback. Always 
give substantive and constructive feedback. 

Good Faith: Maintain a spirit of good faith – everyone is in the same boat and seeks 
success for the project. 

TRUST
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Chapter Summary: Overview of important takeaways for Elastos to 
consider in solution pathways

1. Leadership: 
• The current leadership model is too weak both internally to align stakeholders and externally to 

capture the market’s attention & imagination
• An updated leadership model is the nucleus of any future success of the Elastos project given 

how companies/ organizations thrive in today’s environment (especially in crypto)

2. Operational Excellence:
• Elastos needs a tighter execution that connects a clear strategy, corresponding tech 

development and efforts in ecosystem growth/ BD
• An alignment of what priorities to focus on is needed to make the right choice of resource 

allocation – Elastos has not the funds to invest at the same rate as leading crypto projects
3. Trust:
• Elastos has a trust problem that will continue to put a brake on all work initiated by any 

stakeholder (foundation, DAO or ecosystem)
• Trust building requires long-term effort that is deeply knitted into the leadership model



SOLUTION PATHWAYS



Building to the Target Picture: ”Success” is not overnight, so we 
must take incremental action via a stepwise approach
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ELASTOS
FOUNDATION

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

CYBER
REPUBLIC

DAO

Today Interim Step Target Picture

CYBER 
REPUBLIC DAO

EF

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

EF
(dissolves)

DAO

COMMUNITY

The priorities of the project 
are not aligned

DAO to assume stronger role in 
driving the project’s success

Community to drive the most 
value of the project



Today [Review]: Whereas the different Elastos entities are certainly 
connected, the Elastos project is indeed fairly divided
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ELASTOS
FOUNDATION

CYBERREPUBLIC
DAO

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

Run by Rong Chen, Feng Han & 
Ben Lee, the Elastos Foundation 

oversees the overall tech 
development of Elastos, funds 

selective projects and drives the 
vision of the project

COMMUNITY 1
COMMUNITY 2

Core
Tech

Finance Comms & 
PR

Eco-
system 

BD

dAPPS

Token 
Trading

Comms & 
PR= priorities to support the goals of the project

Builds & grows 
ecosystem and serves as 
a link between foundation 

and community

Users, developers & 
investors adopt & 

engage  with 
Elastos



Interim Step: Addressing 3 key priorities within Cyber 
Republic to re-establish an aligned vision and strategy, 
while enabling capable execution across the ecosystem
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=

=

=

COMMUNITY: 
Continue to grow the Elastos 
Ecosystem from a grassroots 
perspective, laddering up to the vision 
and strategy built around the 3 key 
priorities

CYBER REPUBLIC: 
Assume ownership of 3 key priorities 
that set the vision and approach for 
Elastos’ overarching business strategy

FOUNDATION: 
Serve as the tech and development 
vertical of the ecosystem; house core 
developers that elevate the Elastos tech 
infrastructure in line with overarching 
business strategy

CYBER REPUBLIC
Leads overarching business strategy

COMMUNITY
Drives Grassroots Innovation, in line 
with overarching business strategy

• Vision Development + Alignment
• Strategy Implementation
• Goals & Success Metrics

• Organic Business Development
• Self-governed, Independent 

Projects and Initiatives

FOUNDATION
Technology back-bone of project, in 
line with overarching business strategy

• Core Development
• Tech & Innovation Focus

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

BUSINESS 
DEVELOP-

MENT

WILL REQUIRE 
FUNDING



Deep Dive Priorities: The three key priorities focus on pushing the 
core technology of Elastos into the market to drive adoption
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OPERATIONS MARKETING
BUSINESS 

DEV.

ü Act as quasi-spokes-
person for the DAO and 
communicate the vision

ü Develop, define & 
prioritize strategic 
initiatives within the DAO

ü Act as a bridge between 
all Elastos stakeholders; 
closely collaborate with 
CR secretariat

ü Continuously identify 
new creative ways to 
attract developers to the 
community

ü Establish, develop & 
maintain partnerships 
with ecosystem stake-
holders

ü Develop & iterate the 
business strategy

ü Utilize existing marketing 
infrastructure to refine 
and execute campaigns

ü Constantly identify new 
platforms/ outlets to 
position Elastos

ü Engage with ecosystem 
startups to market 
holistic ecosystem



Interim Step: We’ve identified two actionable pathways for Elastos/CR 
to achieve the ”Interim Step” - each utilize a core responsibility ladder

RESPONSIBILE

ACTIONABLE

INFORM

RESPONSIBILITY LADDER

• Person(s) accountable for outcome of 
defined project, activity, etc.

• Person(s) providing resources, support, 
data for defined project, activity, etc.; does 
the “real work” 

• Person(s) to keep apprised of updates, 
but not of specific decision making or 
work activities 

ELASTOS ECOSYSTEM: 
PATHWAYS FORWARD

PATHWAY 1: 
DAO COHORTS

PATHWAY 2: 
DAO COHORTS + FULL-TIME HIRES

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

BUSINESS 
DEVELOP-

MENT

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

BUSINESS 
DEVELOP-

MENT

CR Council forms three sub-cohorts 
that lead strategy, action, and delivery 

for respective priorities

CR Council forms three sub-cohorts and 
appoints full-time hires to run strategy, action, 

and delivery for respective priorities 

Full-time Hire



Pathway 1 – Deep Dive: CR Council forms three sub-cohorts that 
lead strategy, action, and delivery for respective priorities

PATHWAY 1: DAO COHORTS

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

BUSINESS 
DEVELOP-

MENT

CYBER REPUBLIC
Leads overarching business strategy

4 Council Members sit 
within each Cohort

RESPONSIBILE

ACTIONABLE

INFORM Elastos Community

DAO Cohorts, Foundation

DAO Cohorts

• Pathway Description: 
• The Council forms 3 focused cohorts based on Elastos’ top priorities: Operations, BD, Marketing
• CR DAO holds current shape; 12 council seats filled by elected members
• Elected members choose to be part of 1/3 cohorts based on personal/professional experience, 

interest, and ability 
• Elected members then spend majority of his/her time on the Council focusing on priorities of his/her 

chosen cohort (i.e. 75%+ focus on Marketing, BD, Operations; remaining on proposals).

• How it Works:
• Overarching Business Strategy: Cohorts work together to define and uphold vision and strategy of 

Elastos as a whole, bringing key aspects from each priority to the surface
• Individualized Cohort Strategy: Cohorts build individual strategies/tactics to act upon needs of Ops, 

BD, and Marketing that ladder to vision/strategy of Elastos as a whole
• ”Reporting” Structure: Cohorts “report” into each other; upon forming strategy and executing tactics, 

cohorts will be asked to set KPIs and reach them along agreed upon cadence 

• Example Workflow: 
• R: Council names [exemplary strategy focus] for calendar year 2023
• R: Operations, BD, and Marketing cohorts build individualized strategies for calendar year 2023
• A: Cohorts share individual strategies, planned tactics, and KPIs with other Cohorts/Foundation
• A: Upon feedback and alignment, all Cohorts and tech (Foundation) begin acting upon said strategies
• I: Council/Cohort representatives share overarching and individualized strategies/tactics with 
community for transparency 



Pathway 2 – Deep Dive: CR Council forms three sub-cohorts and 
appoints full-time leaders to run strategy, action, and delivery

PATHWAY 2: DAO COHORTS + FULL-TIME HIRES

RESPONSIBILE

ACTIONABLE

INFORM Elastos Community

DAO Cohorts, Foundation

Full-time Leaders

OPERATIONS

MARKETING

BUSINESS 
DEVELOP-

MENT

CYBER REPUBLIC
Leads overarching business strategy

4 Council Members sit 
within each Cohort

• Pathway Description: 
• The Council forms 3 focused cohorts based on Elastos’ top priorities: Ops, BD, Marketing
• The Council sources and appoints 3 full-time hires to spearhead each cohort 
• Together, full-time hires and elected council members “divide and conquer” 3 cohorts 

• Elected members choose to be part of 1/3 cohorts based on personal/professional experience, 
interest, and ability 

• Full-time hires spend 100% of position on Elastos/ his/her cohort; elected council members spend 
majority of his/her time on the Council focusing on his/her cohort (i.e. 75%+ focus on Marketing, BD, 
Operations; remaining on proposals).

• How it Works:
• Overarching Business Strategy: Full-time hires work together to define and uphold vision and 

strategy of Elastos as a whole, bringing key aspects from each priority to the surface
• Individualized Cohort Strategy: Full-time hires work with cohorts build individual strategies/tactics 

to act upon needs of Ops, BD, and Marketing that ladder to vision/strategy of Elastos as a whole
• ”Reporting” Structure: Full-time hires “report” into each other; upon forming strategy and executing 

tactics, cohorts will be asked to set KPIs and reach them along agreed upon cadence 

• Example Workflow: 
• R: Full-time hires name [exemplary strategy focus] for calendar year 2023
• R: Full-time hires and Ops, BD, and Marketing cohorts build individualized strategies for calendar 
year 2023
• A: Cohorts share individual strategies, planned tactics, and KPIs with other Cohorts/Foundation
• A: Upon feedback and alignment, all Cohorts and tech (Foundation) begin acting upon said 
strategies
• I: Full-time hires share overarching and individualized strategies/tactics with community for 
transparency 

Full-time Hire



Pathway 2 – Deep Dive: Sourcing / appointing key hires is not an 
easy task as current crypto job market remains competitive

PATHWAY 2: DAO COHORTS + FULL-TIME HIRES

BACKUP

• Despite crypto bear market, the crypto job market is 
still hot, thus salaries for senior staff is high

• Talented candidates in operations, business 
development & marketing with crypto experience 
usually have multiple job offerings

• Typical compensation structure for senior staff 
includes base salary as well as token incentive

• Professional crypto agency is highly recommended to 
source talent

• Clear definition of requirements as well as offer 
package is needed to attract candidates ( “Elastos needs 
to pitch itself not the other way”)

Current Talent Market for Crypto Agencies We Talked To

Recommendation:
Talk to dedicated crypto recruiting firms – traditional 

recruiting firms have no better access but tend to 
charge more.

*We can provide typical T&Cs for a potential agency
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Key Hire I: A COO-like role improves the DAO’s agency by better 
coordinating & driving ecosystem initiatives

Roles & Responsibilities Minimum Requirements

What To Expect for Elastos*

• 3+ years of experience as (senior) operations 
manager in a startup environment

• Ability to confidently lead, manage different 
stakeholders and communicate clearly

• Fluent in both Chinese & English

• Experience in crypto industry

• US market: $150k+ in salary

• Given lack of support infrastructure: Token incentive 
program on top

• Clear reporting lines & responsibilities for new hire

• Act as the spokesperson and key driving force of the 
DAO and make sure the DAO works towards Elastos’ 
greater mission

• Define, develop & prioritize the DAO’s strategic 
initiatives to push forward Elastos’ mission

• Manage the P&L of the DAO and support the decision-
making process of resource allocation

• Develop strong relationships with key stakeholders 
within Foundation (e.g. Finance), DAO and community 
and clearly communicate needs/ requests/ ideas 
between different parties

• Provoke constant development of the DAO and 
optimize/ iterate the ways of working

• Support in business development initiatives to drive 
the adoption of Elastos in developer communities

*First estimate based on discussion with crypto recruiter firm

BACKUP
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Key Hire II: A Head of Business Development connects Elastos’ 
ambition into actionable projects today

Roles & Responsibilities Minimum Requirements

What To Expect for Elastos*

• 5+ years of experience as business development 
manager in a startup environment

• Ability to confidently lead, manage different 
stakeholders and communicate clearly

• Fluent in both Chinese & English

• Experience in crypto industry, ideally bring network

• US market: $200k+ in salary

• Given lack of support infrastructure: Token incentive 
program on top

• Clear reporting lines & responsibilities for new hire

• Build, develop and maintain relationships with 
ecosystem stakeholders (e.g. startups, exchanges, 
developer community)

• Use your entrepreneurial spirit to define a business 
strategy and initiatives to attract developers to build on 
top of the Elastos infrastructure

• Constantly iterate & define how Elastos’ technology can 
contribute to a web3 vision and communicate the vision 
to ecosystem stakeholders including on conferences & 
in media

• Support existing developer teams/ ecosystem startups 
in using Elastos’ technology and use their feedback/ 
insights to inform Elastos’ overall strategy

• Regularly consult with Elastos stakeholders from the 
Foundation and the DAO to align on strategy

*First estimate based on discussion with crypto recruiter firm

BACKUP
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Key Hire III: A Head of Marketing amplifies the Elastos mission by 
managing all communication channels

Roles & Responsibilities Minimum Requirements

What To Expect for Elastos*

• 3+ years of experience as (senior) marketing 
strategist in startup environment

• Strong expertise in marketing tools & tactics to reach 
target audiences

• Fluent in both Chinese & English

• Experience in crypto industry, ideally network

• US market: $120k+ in salary

• Given lack of support infrastructure: Token incentive 
program on top

• Clear reporting lines & responsibilities for new hire

• Manages inherited marketing infrastructure to continue 
refining & executing marketing campaigns

• Continuously monitor media environment and identify 
opportunities to promote Elastos (e.g. exchange listing)

• Organize participation in events (keynotes, panel 
discussions) or hackathons

• Support leadership team to continuously message the 
core mission of the Elastos projects as well as the 
most recent milestones

• Incorporate ecosystem startups and their development 
in marketing strategy/ campaigns to boost Elastos’ 
visibility

• Closely connect with DAO and ecosystem business 
development to identify new opportunities and ideas

*First estimate based on discussion with crypto recruiter firm

BACKUP



Target Picture: Most value comes 
from what the community builds 
in the future
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ELASTOS 
FOUNDATION

CYBERRPUBLIC
DAO

ELASTOS 
COMMUNITY

Initial Vision & 
Core Tech

Ecosystem 
Building

Innovation & 
Growth

=

=

=

The Elastos community drives all 
value of the project, and network 
effects are evolving

The DAO continues to steer the 
project and drives ecosystem 
building 

Foundation builds the core 
technology and has the founding 
narrative – but eventually dissolves

DISSOLVES 

EVENTUALLY



RECOMMENDED
ACTION ITEMS
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Action Items: A cascading, prioritized list of vital needs in order to 
move Elastos toward the aligned upon “Interim Step” 

TIER-A ACTIONS TIER-B ACTIONS

• Develop a plan how to introduce the 
suggestions  (i.e. who should see it 
when)

• Use the suggestions as the opener for 
what needs to change with Elastos to 
maximize chances of success

• Agree on core priorities, who 
currently takes care of them and who 
should take are of them

• Decide on specific Jobs-to-be-Done 
within those core priorities 

• Decide on how to move forward: do we 
need full-time hires or not?

• Communicate plans continuously to 
larger community: what can be 
expected when at what point in time

NEEDS

• Develop first ideas for 
professionalizing ecosystem growth
(i.e. business development, marketing)

• Have a conversation between DAO & 
foundation how you want to use the 
suggestions for organizational change 
and what kind of changes you seek to 
implement

• If needed: talk to specific crypto 
recruiting firms to inquire about scope 
of potential roles (we can provide a list/ 
contacts)

• Elastos needs an updated leadership 
model to reinvigorate faith in the 
project from both internal & external 
stakeholders

• Elastos needs to professionalize its 
operations and needs to define 
priorities beyond development of core 
technological infrastructure 

• Elastos needs an updated internal 
code of conduct to reinvigorate trust 
between stakeholders and to develop 
confidence in the execution of the 
project
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Exemplary Timeline: The process of addressing changes to the 
organizational setup will require patience & ownership

JUNE 
2022

AUG
2022

Discuss Org Change:
• In-depth conversations between 

foundation & DAO with input from 
the community on what needs to 
change

JULY 
2022

SEPT
2022

OCT
2022

NOV
2022

DEC
2022

Make First Choices:
• Align & decide on most 

urgent priorities and vote 
via existing mechanisms on 
change

Start Execution:
• Start executing upon most 

urgent priorities with backing 
from community, DAO & 
foundation

CONSTANT OPEN & TRANSPARENT COMMUNICATION

W
H

A
T?

H
O

W
?

W
H

O
?

Ownership:
• Addressing the suggested changes in the organizational setup requires ownership from an insider stakeholder 

from the DAO to 1) mange the introduction of the suggestions, 2) facilitate the decision-making process, and 3) 
engage in the first steps of execution (incl. delegation of tasks)



THANK YOU!

TLGG Consulting
220 E 42nd Street, 12th Fl
New York, NY 10011


